
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 25 March 2022 

Year 7 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Joel M for determination in lessons; Remy B and Thomas L for determination 

in TT Rockstars; Lennon S and Gabriella C for determination and respect in TT Rockstars; Lacey S and Sabrina C for 

integrity and respect in TT Rockstars; Lewis B for determination and respect in DEAR; Filip S for showing kindness, 

integrity and respect; Jessie C for determination, integrity and respect; Lewis B for determination and integrity; 

Joel M for determination, kindness and respect; Sabrina C for always dislaying our core values; Lacey S and 

Jonathan H for always displaying 100% of our core values 100% of the time; Lennon S for determination, integrity 

and respect in TT Rockstars; Faye A and Beren Y for displaying 100% of our core values; Adam J for determination 

and for always being kind and polite. 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Freeman W, Anna K, Albie W, James H and Sofia M for being outstanding in 

English. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Emily R and Laura Z for demonstrating fantastic integrity and respect by helping 

new starters at the school; Ethan C for always offering fantastic answers in Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Gabriella C for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Bethany E for showing great effort during our subtraction topic this week; 

Zoe W for improvement in maths, especially during the Do Now where she is sharing her answers with confidence; 

Heidi K for working hard every maths lesson and showing fantastic determination! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Barbara S and Naema A for being kind, polite and helpful. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Jack N for showing intergrity by doing the right thing everytime in French 

lessons; Emil B for showing determination to succeed in French lessons; Lucas F for showing excellent 

understanding in French and making some excellent contributions. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Naema A for showing incredible determination in Hockey and excellent 

defence skills; Sofia M for showing 100% Determination, Integrity and Respect every single lesson. What a model 

student! 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Jessie C, Oliver H, Ethan C, Poppy Mai F, Joel M and Lewis B for always 

working with determination and integrity in English. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Justas M and Precious E for demonstrating determination in History; Joseph 

O for demonstrating a brilliant attitude change in Geography; Mia S and Leila D for demonstrating brilliant 

determination in Geography 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Lacey S for showing the value of determination by giving 100% effort in 

intervention sessions. Well done Lacey; Jonathan H for showing the value of determination by giving 100% effort 

in intervention sessions. Well done Jonathan! 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Jack N for acheieving a fantastic result in his cycle 2 assessment as a result of 

his commitment to learning, well done Jack; Marcel B for acheieving a fantastic result in his cycle 2 assessment as 

a result of his commitment to learning, well done Marcel; James H for acheieving a fantastic result in his cycle 2 

assessment as a result of his commitment to learning, well done James. 

Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Riley F for being kind, polite and helpful 

Miss Okanu would like to appreciate Year 7 Boys PE for showing brilliant determination and respect all week in PE. 

Well done boys! 



 

 

 

 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Bradley L for having fantastic lessons in maths - he is trying so hard and reall 

wants to move up a set; Barbara S for working to the best of her ability in maths and showing real determination 

with the challenging questions; Faith S for always starting the do now immediately and working so hard throughout 

the whole lesson. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Honey C for always offering thoughtful contributions in English in a respectful 

manner. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Lucia A, Louie-Ann B, Bethany E, Lucas F, Mazigh G, Lucas J, Ella-Rose L, 

Tom L, Sofia M, Olivia M, Maisie M, Lily P, Marcello S, Lacey S, Matthew T, Zarik U, Khloe W, Beren Y and Sagid Y 

for outstanding effort and focus in History, showing determination and integrity throughout and being a genuine 

pleasure to teach; Alan B for showing determination to work in History. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Barbara S for always demonstrating fantastic determination in Art and 

working to the best of her ability; Naema A for always working to the best of her ability in Art and for being 

extremely helpful and kind; Joel M for always working hard in Art, for being kind and helpful and supporting other 

pupils; Marcel B for always working hard in Art, and showing determination. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate James H and Charlie M for excellent work on our new topic, The Periodic 

Table. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Sofia M, Mazigh G and Lucas F for always offering thoughtful contributions 

in Geography in a respectful manner; Ella-Rose L for her determination to do well in Geography and for showing 

respect by always greeting me politely! 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 25 March 2022 

Year 8 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Taqua A, Ruby B, and John M for displaying all of our core values in Lexonik 

Advanced; Princess A for determination and being respectful in Lexonik Advanced; Dami A for displaying all of our 

core values in TT Rockstars; Jack B and Sean C for determination, integrity and respect in Lexonik Advanced; Lee B 

for 100% effort and integrity and respect in TT Rockstars. 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Alfie M, Benjamin E, Ella E, Lucy Jo J, Lucas S and Ella H for being outstanding 

in English; Chantelle L for showing real determination in English in her first week at Dixons Fazakerley. Keep up the 

great work, you are doing a fantastic job. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate George E for brilliant progress in Science; Finley F, Amauri C and Miles Y for 

reading aloud a fantastic piece of extended writing about the adaptations of the arctic fox. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Taqua A for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Freeman & Miss Littler would like to appreciate Jack B, Finley F, John M, Jack E, Charles M, Damilola A, 

Matthew A, Riley H, James S, Gian T, Miles Y and Caitlin K for showing determination and offering their own 

fantastic interpretations. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Georgie T for never giving up and working hard to find the right answer; 

Kenzie S for listening closely and showing great focus in this week's maths lessons! 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Leonardo M for showing determination this week to get Golden tickets and 

recieving a few; Miles Y for amazing contributions in our PDS lesson this week. Miles is always repsectful of other 

peoples views and puts forward well thought out responses. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Nikita T and Nathan C for always working with determination and integrity 

in English. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Crystal R and Sam M for demonstrating great determination in History; Tony 

S and Georgie T for a brilliant attitude to learning in History; Liene Z for always demonstrating respect. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Leah P for showing the value of integrity by assisting with breakfast club and 

around the School. Well done Leah! 

Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Wisdom J for his amazing focus during his maths lesson. Keep up the amazing 

work; Prosper O for his improved effort in maths. Keep up the good work; Lucas S for being a pleasure to teach. 

Lucas always gives of his best. 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Marc J and Sean C for a big improvement in effort in maths; Andrey R for 

always wanting to improve in; Leah P for a massive improvement in positivity towards maths which has helped her 

scores increase - positive mental attitutde - keep it up! 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Charlie H for always offering excellent and thoughtful ideas in English; Logan 

B for always putting 100% into the Do Now questions in English. 

Mr Walshaw would like to appreciate Lean P for assisting with and making Faith feel so welcome in her first week 

at DFA; Lucy-Jo J for assisting with 8D's DEAR time by getting the books ready. Thank you. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Ali B and Hasna B for excellent and knowledgable input into PSD; Leah P for 

always being helpful and supporting other pupils in the class. 

 



 

 

 

 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Sam A for always making excellent contributions in Science, especially in Do 

Now/Review Now; Jack B and Sam A for making excellent contributions in Science this week. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Mary-Jane S, Laci W, James S, Emily F, Leonardo M, Riley H and Alfie W for 

always making excellent contributions in Geography; Ava C for showing determination to do well in 

Geography!Keep it up! 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Ben H, Louis F, Alessandro A and Alex for always working with determination 

and integrity in English; Emily D, Sam A, Chay B, Brandan M, Dylan W, Georgie T, Marc J, Tony S, Daniel A and 

Libbie L for showing determination in English - amazing focus during our persuasive writing task. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 25 March 2022 

Year 9 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Alex R, Ava M, Ethan M, Reece D, Charlie-Anne T, Olivia B, Stefan P, Harrison 

T and Michael C for showing outstanding dedication in English; Molly L, Stefan P, Louie D, Ethan P, Wealth O and 

Marty M for being published for a SECOND time in the Young Writer's poetry anthology competition 'Empowered'. 

Way to go Creative Writing Club! 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Maddison P for fantastic focus in Science and always working hard; Rhys T for 

always pushing himself in Science to complete work to a high level; Sophie H for always demonstrating fantastic 

determination in Science and working to the best of her ability. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate James T and Voung N for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done; Taylor M and Ruby O for outstanding effort in DEAR and for always helping to give out the books; Luke 

A for excellent contributions to our PDS session. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Lewis R for always working hard and trying his best in his maths lessons; 

Liam S for making the most out of every part of his maths lessons; Sophie E for always sharing her answers 

confidently and listening respectfully! 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Grace O for always showing 100% Determination in PE lessons. Grace gives 

her all every single lesson and its lovely to see; Lillie W for demonstrating Respect every single day! Lillie is always 

so polite to everyone ands goes above and beyond to help me where she can. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Curtis S for always demonstrating fantastic determination in English and 

working to the best of his ability. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Louie D for demonstrating continued intergrity and respect in all lessons; Ben 

W for demonstrating brilliant determination in History and for correctly spelling Volksgemeinschaft first time; Liam 

S for consistently demonstrating determination in History. 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Joel R for asking excellent questions to further extend his scientific knowledge; 

Luke R for sharing his scientific knowledge during class discussions. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Taylor M for an outstanding attitude in History - brilliant integrity, well done! 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Lois J for working incredibly hard and being very respectful in English; Kayden 

D for always being happy to read and completing your work first time. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Blake L, Maddison P, Jamie M, Alexander G and Harry M for always making 

excellent contributions to our Geography lesson; Jeffery E for always showing integrity by completing his 

homework! 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Lucas D for always showing genuine mutual respect. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 25 March 2022 

Year 10 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Konstantin B, Preslav M and Lee W for excellent dedication and 

determination in English; Kyriaki G for always being focused, respectful and determined in English; Ellie-Mai M for 

being really focused and determined with her poetry work in English and asking for help when needed. Keep up the 

great work, you are going to be very successful; Amelia K for always working with determination and being 

respectful of everyone around her in English. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Miller R for reading aloud his piece of writing about his own scientific theory; 

Kyle P for massively improved focus and determination in Science Do Now activities; Khaia A for fantastic work on 

radiation half lives in Science; Faye J for always demonstrating determination and working hard in Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Paul I for showing determination to succceed in every Spanish lesson. Well 

done; Joseph R for excellence in Spanish in every lesson. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Sam F for showing serious dedication and focus during his maths lessons; 

Preslav M for always putting 100% of effort into his maths lessons; Ellie O for working hard and always being on 

task in maths! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Miller R, Michael T, Kate D, Abbie H and Olivia A for always working with 

determination and being respectful of everyone in Intervention 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Mollie H for showing respect in our debate by listening to every point before 

responding; Libby B for contributing excellent counter arguments in our health and social debate; Faith J for 

articulating argument points well in our health and social debate. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Kieran C, Oresti K and Alan G for showing 100% Determination, Integrity and 

Respect in English for his future self; Kate D and Emma C for excellent contributions during DEAR time completing 

book review. 

Miss Robbin would like to appreciate Georgia H for demonstrating determination throughout the atomic structure 

topic- well done! 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Elyse C for always giving 100% in maths class; Taylor C for brilliant presentation 

in her maths book and always showing all working out; helping her to gain maximum marks; Joe D, Konstantin B 

and Joe R for excellent participation in maths and always completing tasks set. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Andrea Z, Olivia W, Jessica T and Kyriaki G for integrity by thoughtfully 

responding to the topics in PDS. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Eva C for fabulous enthuasiam and focus in History - well done! 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Lewis B for demonstrating determination to succeed in every English lesson; 

James C for always being focused and respectful in English. 

Mr Wood would like to appreciate Jakub C, JJ D, Liam M, Thomas S, Karim S, Thomas W and Harry W for showing 

determination to succeed during a design lesson in DT and producing an outstanding final design. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Sophie J for working really hard in Science and demonstrating determination 

to complete Chemistry calculations; Liv C for always showing determination in Science to complete her work. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 25 March 2022 

Year 11 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Luis C for attending an extra revision session in English. Keep working hard 

Luis, I know you can do it; Sophie H, Abigail V, Emma N, Arturs K and Luke R for showing real determination in 

English. Keep going, I'm really proud of you. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Brodie G for showing determination to succeed in her speaking exam. Well 

done; Dylan M for excellent preparation for his speaking exam. Well done! 

Miss Freeman would like to appreciate Che T, Reece S and Lara B for showing determination in their walking-

talking-mock. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Brodie G for working hard to improve her knowledge in Dance theory; Maggie 

S for working hard to finish your choreography in Dance. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Sam S, Zak L, Matthew W, Taylor L and Lucas G for showing determination 

when completing his comparison question in the walking-talking-mock. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Madeleine R and Darcie A for showing determination when completing her 

comparison question in the walking-talking-mock. 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Ryan A, Josh M, Drew D, Callum A, Chloe S and Conner M for demonstrating 

commitment to learning through the attendance of afterschool revision sessions; Ola A for his impeccable manners 

and positive attitude. 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Ruby M and Taylor L for always giving 100% in maths lessons and working 

really hard to improve; Josh G and Maddi R for always being on task in maths and attaining excellent results. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Jack T for absolutley fantastic focus in EVERY History lesson - well done! 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Lucy H for working hard in Biology and always attending extra sessions; 

Quyen N for completing all Biology homework, demonstrating integrity and working hard; Lucy H and Zak L for 

working hard in Biology, always attending extra sessions, and completing all homework. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Harry F for showing integrity by always completing his homework! Well done! 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Tom H for always demonstrating intergrity and respect. 

 


